Jeunesse et Reconstruction
Workcamps in France 2019

INTRODUCTION
Name of the organisation: JEUNESSE ET RECONSTRUCTION
Year of foundation: 1948
Location of the central office:
10, rue de Trévise
75009 PARIS
FRANCE
Tel : + 33 1 47 70 75 72
Fax : + 33 1 48 00 92 18
Email : camp@volontariat.org
Other offices : 3 local offices
Aims and objectives: Jeunesse et Reconstruction is a youth organisation, whose aim is to favour and promote
international youth exchanges, through the means of voluntary service, regardless of social, racial or religious
background to develop personal commitment in a group or individual activity.
Activities: workcamps (short term, midterm), long term volunteering (ICYE), trainings, language courses,
seminars.
Official website: www.volontariat.org
Conditions for participation in our workcamps :
- age limit : 18 to 30 years old (except social camps : 20 to 30 years old)
- common languages used in the camps : English/French or French/English depending on the
composition of the groups,
- French speaking camps : some camps are declared French speaking, to promote the use of French
language, and to give a possibility to the volunteers to practice French. Social camps are also indicated
as French-speaking because knowledge of French is compulsory.
- Extra fee : for festivals, we charge an extra fee of 50€ to be paid by volunteer on arrival. 200€ for
specific farm camp.
- Teenager camps : age 14-17, extra fee of 380€ to pay on arrival (or by partner organisation)

List of workcamps (by date order)
to

Type

age
limit

Nbr of
vol

Code/name

from

JR19/307 AUSSILLON

16/06/2019 06/07/2019 RENO ,

18-30

7

JR19/107 FROMENTAUX FARM-RETOURNAC

23/06/2019 03/07/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

JR19/202 ECHENEVEX

30/06/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

11

JR19/303 MIELAN

30/06/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,

18-30

8

JR19/304 MIRANDE

30/06/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,

18-30

8

JR19/306 CAUTERETS

30/06/2019 13/07/2019 ENVI ,

18-30

8

JR19/207 LIMONEST

01/07/2019 14/07/2019 RENO ,CONS ,

18-30

9

JR19/208 ETOILE SUR RHONE
JR19/103 HERITAGE CONSERVATION - ST JEAN
DE NAY

01/07/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

13

07/07/2019 27/07/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

JR19/204 VIVIERS

07/07/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,

18-30

11

JR19/112 SAINTE FLORINE

08/07/2019 28/07/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,MANU ,

18-30

12

JR19/203 CLUSES VILLE

07/07/2019 28/07/2019 RENO ,MANU ,ART ,

18-30

8

JR19/301 MILLE PATTES 1
JR19/200 BASE NATURE VERCORS FRENCH
SPEAKING

08/07/2019 20/07/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

12

09/07/2019 20/07/2019 ENVI ,CONS ,MANU ,

14-17

8

JR19/113 SAINT GEORGES DE MONS
JR19/104 IMPROVE THE DISTRICT !– CLERMONTFD- FR SPEAKING

13/07/2019 03/08/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

10

13/07/2019 27/07/2019 RENO ,SOCI ,

18-30

6

JR19/101 CHATEL-MONTAGNE
JR19/201 CAP GENERATIONS - FRENCH
SPEAKING

15/07/2019 04/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

15/07/2019 28/07/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

12

JR19/300 SARP

15/07/2019 03/08/2019 RENO ,

18-30

8

JR19/311 BRAMEVAQUE

15/07/2019 03/08/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

13

JR19/106 CONDAT LES MONTBOISSIER

17/07/2019 07/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

8

JR19/205 CREST JAZZ FESTIVAL – FR SPEAKING

21/07/2019 06/08/2019 FEST ,

18-30

11

JR19/308 LUZECH

21/07/2019 10/08/2019 RENO ,

18-30

7

JR19/309 PEYRILLES
JR19/100 SAVE WATER MILLS IN MOUNTAIN BESSE

21/07/2019 10/08/2019 RENO ,

18-30

10

22/07/2019 09/08/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,MANU ,

18-30

12

JR19/206 POLEYMIEUX AU MONT D'OR

22/07/2019 10/08/2019 RENO ,

18-30

12

JR19/310 CHALABRE

28/07/2019 17/08/2019 RENO ,

18-30

10

JR19/01 LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNES

30/07/2019 16/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

14

JR18/105 SAVE A BREAD OVEN - MARMANHAC
JR19/108 CENTER FOR ASYLUM-SEEKERS ST
BEAUZIRE

04/08/2019 24/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

04/08/2019 24/08/2019 MANU ,REFU ,

18-30

8

JR19/114 BAGNOLS

05/08/2019 26/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

JR19/109 SAINT AVIT

11/08/2019 31/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

8

JR19/110 AUTRAC - LIVE IN A SMALL VILLAGE

11/08/2019 25/08/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

8

JR19/102 GREENER MEDIEVAL TOWN - BILLOM

18/08/2019 01/09/2019 ENVI ,MANU ,

18-30

8

JR19/305 AULUS LES BAINS

18/08/2019 07/09/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

7

JR19/302 MILLE PATTES 2

19/08/2019 31/08/2019 RENO ,ENVI ,

18-30

12

JR19/111 PAULHAC

25/08/2019 07/09/2019 RENO ,MANU ,

18-30

12

SPECIAL FEE

200.00 EUR

380.00 EUR

50.00 EUR
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LOCATION OF WORKCAMPS
By region
Auvergne Rhône-Alpes region
JR19/100 to JR19/114
JR19/200 to JR19/208

Hauts-de-France region
JR19/01

Occitanie region
JR19/300 to JR19/311
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Letter to the volunteers
To come to a workcamp in France means, first of all, to make the choice of “discovering”: discovering a culture
in which you are going to be fully integrated; discovering of a new language; discovering intercultural learning in
a group of volunteers coming from all parts of the world; discovering of a region…
Jeunesse et Reconstruction was created in 1948 and, since then, it has never stopped promoting the idea of
another way of travelling. The organization has its head office in Paris, and regional offices in Auvergne, MidiPyrénées and Rhône Alpes. Since its creation, it has hosted more than 100 000 volunteers on workcamps or
on long term volunteering programmes.
The aim of a workcamp is to promote volunteering through a community service project in the municipality
which is going to host you, but also to promote respect, exchange and tolerance through intercultural and
intergenerational exchanges. The work that has to be done is thus central in the set up of a workcamp and its
completion guarantees the recognition of the group within the community.
Depending on the type of workcamp, the work can be: the renovation or restoration of a monument/building,
the maintenance of « green spaces », the protection of the environment, a social or a cultural project…
Then, we are not talking of usual tourist holidays any longer: you are going to be integrated in the French
culture and its diversity; as a consequence, you will make a significant and enriching experience. Moreover,
the volunteers who come to a workcamp come from different countries, different backgrounds, and their age
can be different too (from 17 to 30 years old) : they are not only students but all of them want to share they
culture.
A workcamp is thus a space and a time for exchanges and encounters for the volunteers, but it is also the
result of an important partnership between our organization, the municipality that is hosting the camp
and different structures such as the district and regional councils or the Youth and Sports ministry. The
funding of a workcamp is done by those different structures as a policy promoting open-mindedness and
intercultural learning. The camps mainly take place in rural areas, and consequently, the aim is to meet foreign
cultures, for those people who cannot travel abroad, and to mobilise the volunteers around a common project
which is useful to the community.
The group will be managed by a « camp leader »: he/ she is not a paid staff of our organisation but a
volunteer, just like you, who has chosen to get more involved in order to federate the workcamp volunteers:
he/she will be in charge of the management of the group, of the food budget and of the free time activities
but he/she will always be ready to listen to your suggestions because initiatives are always welcome and
strengthen the team spirit of the group, particularly concerning free time activities.
The team leader will expect a personal involvement from you and also some help in the daily life and chores.
He/She is also the representative of our organisation towards the different actors: municipality, funding partners,
local organisations...etc.
You have chosen to make the experience of a workcamp organised by Jeunesse et Reconstruction
consequently you are making a commitment and that is why we expect from you:
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1) At work:
-

To respect the work timetables and schedules defined with the village/city municipality and to adapt

-

To follow the safety regulations in order to protect yourself and to protect the other members of the

to the difficulties inherent to every workcamp.
group from any accident,
-

To wear appropriate clothes for working,

-

To take good care of the materials and tools,

-

To respect the environment in which you are going to work,

-

To involve yourself so that the work is finished at the end of the camp.
2) In the daily life of the group and during the free time activities:

-

To respect the culture of the other volunteers and of all the people you are going to meet during
the camp.

-

To get involve in the daily life of the group through the free time activities and the daily chores,

-

To respect the accommodation premises and equipment (kitchen, bathroom….)

-

To adapt to the living conditions of the camp because they may be very different from what you are
used to live in (tents, school rooms, etc…) and to accept simple living conditions. Moreover,
workcamps are usually located in quite isolated rural areas.

-

To follow the regulations concerning the consumption of alcohol: no excess will be accepted, please
be responsible and adult. The use of any drug is prohibited in France, and thus fully prohibited
on the workcamp.

-

To give life to the group: indeed, the success of a workcamp lies in the personal involvement of all the
volunteers : initiatives are welcome and they allow better exchanges.

-

To make sure you will be present from the starting date till the ending date of the camp in order not
to disturb the group, but above all in order to respect the hosting municipality.

-

To follow the advice of the camp leader for the well-being of the group.

The involvement is thus important but it will guarantee the success of your experience and, above all,
the quality of the exchanges during the workcamp.
We remind to read carefully the infosheet of your workcamp. Please pay attention to the remarks giving
you advice on what to bring for the workcamp. Particularly, be careful to the necessity of bringing good
shoes for work (for safety) and a sleeping bag (in case you do not bring it, we cannot provide one and
you will have to buy one).
Have a nice workcamp and enjoy it!
The Jeunesse et Reconstruction staff and team
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CAMP DESCRIPTIONS
In date order
Requirements/what to bring (for all camps except specific mention)

1/ No special knowledge or competence are required, except being motivated and loving work in group! You
will share friendly moments with local people : be open-minded and curious.
2/ Bring: sleeping bag, warm clothes and rain-coat, bathing suit (for male: short pants prohibited in the public
swimming pools, please bring a bathing suit).
3/Bring for work: worn out clothes, safety shoes/boots compulsory.
4/ Bring some material from your culture (documents, pictures, postcards, little gift, musical instruments,
games,...) to share with other volunteers and local population and make exchanges easier.
5/ Foreigners belonging to the European Union must bring with them a personal EHIC (European Health
Insurance Card), and everybody must, in any case, BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health
issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it, and then get reimbursed once back in the home
country.
6/ At the end of the work camp, no transportation will be organized by our association. You will then have to
arrange with the work camp leader your own means of transport to return to the train station.
7/ More info about trains : http://www.voyages-sncf.com/
8/ It is not possible for foreigners to change traveler-checks into cash money at the French bank agencies:
please do it before the workcamp starts at money changers (in airports, main train stations, big cities).
9/ A transportation will be organize during the workcamp for work and activities.
10/ If you have a driving license, please bring it along in case of necessity

***********************************************************

Jeunesse et Reconstruction France
WORKCAMP DESCRIPTION
JR19/307
AUSSILLON 16/06-06/07/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
7 VOLS
WORK: The international volunteers will participate in the enhancement of the Youth Center: • Painting work in
the main hall (refreshing and decorating), making furniture from objects of recovery for the exterior of the centre
as well as laying out a terrace, installation of a corner of greenery outside (garden), storage and arrangement
of the garage. On Saturday, June 29th will be held the REFLETS & RHYTHMS festival, to which volunteers will
be able to participate.
ACCOMODATION: The volunteers will be housed in tents at the René Carayol stadium with access to the
stadium’s changing rooms (shower and toilet). Preparation of meals in the new kitchen of the Youth Center.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The commune of Aussillon has a population of 6000 inhabitants and is located near the city of
Mazamet, in the department of Tarn. It is a dynamic town located in the heart of a region rich in historical and
natural heritage.
TERMINAL: SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1/ No specific competences for this workcamp, except liking team-work and being
very motivated, in a good mood and willing to exchange with the people around you! 2/ Jeunesse et
Reconstruction do not provide any vehicle for the volunteers. 3/ The association will not take care of the return
journey from the workcamp place to the train station. 4/ more information about the trains: www.voyagessncf.com 5/ EU volunteers : bring along with you your European Health Insurance Card; non-EU volunteers :
do bring your CERTIFICATE OF INSURANCE. Each health expenses will be paid by the volunteer and
refunded when back in its own country. 6/ You need to bring along with you : bed linen, sleeping bag, working
clothes, resistant shoes for work, warm clothes for fresh nights (socks, rain-coat, sweaters),
hat/sunscreen/sunglasses/swimsuit, your camera, photos/souvenirs/games/little things from your own country.
For the boys: do not forget to bring your swimming trunk in addition to your short pants (which are prohibited in
the French public swimming pool). 7/It is no longer allowed to change foreign traveller’s checks into money in
the French banks : think about doing it in the foreign exchange counter (airport, stations, big cities) BEFORE
arriving to the workcamp!
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JR19/107
FROMENTAUX FARM-RETOURNAC Le puy en velay
23/06-05/07/19 RENO, MANU ,
Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
SPECIAL FEE 200.00 EUR
WORK: You will be involved in improving the reception environment of the farm: building picnic tables,
improving access to the cheese factory by setting up steps, building shelves. are on the program! You can
choose the workshops according to your preferences.
You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you
specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work unfolds the morning for 4 hours maximum. Afternoon
and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in the lodge belonging to the farm with all the modern facilities :
equipped kitchen, bathroom, showers, bedrooms, living room. The cottage was built with ecological materials
that respect the environment. The cottage offers an exceptional setting for a unique stay. It is best to bring your
sleeping bag and warm clothes when the sun goes down.
Meals will be elaborated with seasonal and local products. You will discover an authentic cuisine where you will
be involved in the preparation of meals: an opportunity to learn new recipes!
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The Fromentaux farm is located in the territory of « Haute-Loire » and the name of the town is «
Retournac ». There are different places of exception near the farm : the amazing ruins of the Castle of Artias,
the Loire Gorges (one of the most beautiful river in France), volcanoes mountains,… . So during your free time
you can discover with the group the fauna and flora along the Loire. Indeed, the territory offers many
possibilities for hiking along the river allowing to combine effort and comfort! Come and enjoy the freshness of
our river with exceptional panoramas on the volcanoes of Velay. Finally you will have the opportunity to
discover the different activities of the farm and experience the life of shepherd, baker or even a farmer !
Register now we’re waiting for you!
TERMINAL: Le Puy en Velay
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: SPECIAL FEE 200.00 EUR

JR19/306
CAUTERETS 30/06-13/07/19 ENVI , Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: International volunteers are invited to participate in various works in the municipality: demolition of an
old building at the Pont d’Espagne. removal of sheet metal roofing, framing and mortar; stone recovery on site
for reuse. The work will be supervised by a technical leader.
ACCOMODATION: Tent accommodation at Camping Meillon with access to locker rooms. A barnum will be
installed with a gas stove, fridge, tables and chairs.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Cauterets is a municipality of 900 inhabitants, located in the department of Hautes-Pyrenees, in
the region of Occitania. It is both a spa and a very dynamic winter sports resort and attracts many visitors in
summer and winter. The village gives access to many hiking trails that lead to several natural tourist sites, such
as Péguère, Lake Gaube, Petit Vignemale (3,032 m), the bridge of Spain, village on the side of mountains
crossed by a waterfall or the small mountain of La Fruitière.
TERMINAL: SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: No special knowledge or competence is required for this camp, except being
motivated, curious and loving work in group! 3/Our association does not provide a car during the workcamp.
4/The living conditions are rudimentary: remember to bring a flashlight, cigarette lighter socket for charging
mobile. 5/ European volunteers should bring their European health care card, and everybody must, in any case,
BRING THEIR INSURANCE CERTIFICATE. If health issues on the camp, the volunteers will have to pay for it,
and then get reimbursed once back in the home country. 6/ Do not forget to bring : a sleeping bag, warm
clothes (a sweater and rain-coat), a bathing suit. For male volunteers : short pants are generally prohibited in
the public swimming pools in France, please bring a bathing suit. For work : worn out clothes and strong shoes.
Also take walking shoes. 7/ Your games, songbooks, cassettes, musical instruments and recipes, will be also
welcome! To make exchanges and encounters easier, please also bring photographs of your home, some
postcards, small gifts. 8/ If you have your driving licence, please, take it with you (may be useful in some areas).

JR19/202
ECHENEVEX Geneve
30/06-20/07/19 RENO ,ENVI , Age: 18-30.
11 VOLS
WORK: Leaded and helped by the municipal technicians, you will perform renovation work on and around an
ancient stone fountain: terrassing, repaving the ground, landscaping tasks around the fountain. You will also
participate in cleaning and clearing activities on the footpath leading to the fountain. Work in the morning, 4 to 5
hours a day, 5 days per week. Please think of bringing strong shoes for the work!
ACCOMODATION: The volunteers’ team will be hosted in a municipal building (multi purpose hall) in
Echenevex. A room will be provided for the meals. For sleeping: Jeunesse et Reconstruction provides
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mattresses ; please think of bringing your own sleeping bag! Meals will be prepared by volunteers for the whole
group. Like every other volunteer you will participate in the daily tasks and the group organization: cooking,
washing dishes, cleaning, planning free time activities, buying food… Please note that the organizers of the
camp can’t take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the camp; accommodation possible at your
own expenses in Gex or Geneva.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The village of Echenevex, 1600 inhabitants, is located about twenty kilometers from Geneva,
nestled between Lake Geneva and the Jura Mountains, at about 500m of altitude. The lifestyle of this quiet
village (no shops!) is especially nice, and people will have at heart to let you discover the surroundings. Note:
the town consists of thirty different nationalities, a mix due to its proximity to Geneva exchanges should find
facilities! Possible activities: meals and activities shared with the population, hiking, exploring the Natural Park
of the Jura Mountains, visiting Geneva, visit of the CERN, swimming etc.. You will be in charge of organizing an
international meal for the inhabitants during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties and traditional
recipes from your country, as well as pictures, music, curios to share about your culture!
TERMINAL: GENEVE

JR19/303
MIELAN
30/06-20/07/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: For this first project, the municipality of Miélan invites you to participate in development work of the
church St Barthélémy. The main focus will be on works located outside the church, on a wall and a small
garden: joints to restore and clearing work. In case of bad weather, possibility of cleaning and painting inside
the church.
ACCOMODATION: The volunteers will be housed in the dojo (multipurpose room). The municipality offers
volunteers this room with a fridge, a gas stove, chairs and tables. Volunteers will have access to both dojo
locker rooms and washrooms. They will also be able to use the mattresses of the dojo to sleep.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Miélan is a town located in the Gers on the national road 21, halfway between Auch north and
Tarbes in the south, and 13 km southwest of Mirande, between Osse and Bouès. Miélan retains elements of
medieval architecture including half-timbered houses. But many mansions or public buildings also belong to the
Second Empire style. The town has four churches and a chapel. In the central town, the Saint-Barthélemy
church is a neo-Gothic building with an imposing neo-roman bell tower visible in the distance. Its construction
began in 1869 but, the bell tower was built in 1900.
TERMINAL: -

JR19/304
MIRANDE
30/06-20/07/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: The municipality of Mirande invites an international group of volunteers to participate in the
enhancement of its heritage: you will participate in the demolition of the barn attached to the tower of Rohan
(registered site) and take part in redoing of coating of the walls of the resting space.
ACCOMODATION: Accommodation under tents, kitchen and facilities in a building nearby.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Mirande is a town of 3500 inhabitants located in Auch county, it is in the center of an urban area
composed of nine other villages. The city was founded in the 13th century and its rich historical heritage bears
witness to its long history.
TERMINAL: -

JR19/207
LIMONEST
Lyon 01/07-14/07/19 RENO ,CONS , Age: 18-30.
9 VOLS
WORK: The work will be held on the site of BATTERIE DES CARRIERES, former military fort dating from the
late 19th century. Many local volunteers passionate about their heritage will accompany you. You will carry out
various works: consolidation of a new pedestrian leading to the lime kiln; refurbishment of the lime kiln; door
repair; repair of a staircase; masonry work on a wall; gravel laying on the pathways; strengthening of the
access to a gateway. Warning ! Physical work, 4 to 5 hours a day, 5 days a week. Thank you for coming with
closed shoes and solid for work.
ACCOMODATION: accomodation and food You will be accommodated in a municipal building. Showers,
kitchen and WC available on the spot. You will sleep on the floor, mattresses will be provided by Jeunesse et
Reconstruction. Please bring your own sleeping bag and bed sheet! Every volunteer will participate in the
household chores (dishwashing, cleaning) and the preparation of the meals. Don’t forget to bring ingredients
and recipes from your country to show your country’s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the inhabitants.
Be aware, we cannot take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the camp. Accommodation is
therefore possible at your own expenses in Lyon, if you decide to arrive before or leave after the workcamp:
Auberge de Jeunesse (youth hostel) 41-45, montée du Chemin Neuf - Tel : +33 (0)4 78 15 05 50
http://www.hifrance.org/auberge-de-jeunesse/lyon.html?page=article
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LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The town of Limonest located a few miles away from Lyon, in the Mont d’Or region. The Monts
d’Or offer a hills landscape with a beautiful natural and historical heritage. With the many local organizations
and volunteers involved in the project, you will have the opportunity to discover that region and learn a lot about
the history of your workplaces. Your hosts are ready to suggest a lot of possible leisure activities: dinners and
party at some local’s, participation in local celebrations (fireworks, concert), visits of Lyon, walks in the Mont
d’Or and the Beaujolais wine region, swimming etc. More info: http://www.montsdor.com. You will be in charge
of organizing an international meal for the inhabitants during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties
and traditional recipes from your country, as well as pictures, games, music, curios to share about your culture!
TERMINAL: LYON

JR19/208
ETOILE SUR RHONE Valence
01/07-20/07/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
13
VOLS
WORK: The volunteers will continue the enhancement work on the territory of the town, in order to maintain the
pleasant living environment. Work to be defined.
ACCOMODATION: You will be staying in the &quot;Pénitents&quot; chapel located in Etoile-sur-Rhône’s town
centre! Refurbished by previous international volunteers, this building is now comfortable: there are dorms,
toilets and showers, a shared kitchen and a huge communal lounge for spending time with other volunteers
(ping pong table available)! A washing machine will be made available to the volunteers. Each volunteer will
participate in everyday household tasks (cleaning, doing the dishes…). Meals will be prepared in groups : feel
free to bring culinary specialities from your home country and your favourite recipe to share with everybody !
We cannot take care of you if you arrive before the starting date of the project, or if you stay after.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Located 10 km south of Valence, in the Drôme department, Etoile (5000 inhabitants) is a town
which overhangs the Rhône valley. Its village, at the heart of an enclosure of the 15th century, reveals an
architectural heritage of quality: church, apparent-stone houses, chapel and castle. As for its countryside, it is
characterized by much diversified landscapes (edge of river – Rhône and Véore -, agricultural and fruit-bearing
zones, hills and woods). The teenagers of the MJC will be happy to share leisure activities with you (sports,
visits…) and some other local organization as well : Lake festival at Etoile and national day on 14th of July,
meeting with other workcamps. Other possible free time activities: excursion to discover the Vercors mountains,
visit of nearby cities (Crest, Montélimar, Valence...) and their specialities : manufacture of Nougat, olive
oil…More information : http://www.drometourisme.com http://www.vallee-drome.com
TERMINAL: VALENCE

JR19/204
VIVIERS
Montelimar
07/07-20/07/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
11 VOLS
WORK: Continuation of the rehabilitation work of the South Wing of the House of the Knights, house of the
Renaissance period whose superb facade constitutes one of the monumental jewels of the town. With this in
mind, the young people involved in the project this year will be mobilized on various necessary and visible
interventions, in continuity with the work carried out during the summer of 2018: stone cutting of a frame to
close a door, the installation of the cellar basement, the finalization of the coating of the vault (cellar). But also,
the clearing of the backyard leveling of the ground, to make easy the evacuation of rainwater in the yard.
Pursuing work on exhibition spaces at the Cité Blanche. This former working-class city dates back to the end of
the 19th, listed in the supplementary inventory of Historical Monuments, houses an interpretation center, on the
working life in the city, the history of the factory and work in the quarries, the technique of tile-mosaic, but also
roofing, the work of stone and wood. The work planned as part of Jeunesse en chantier 2019, aims to improve
exhibition spaces and the reception of visitors. In a concern for comfort of visit, the young people will also be
charged to arrange a way in the back of the city, today condemned by the vegetation.
ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted in the city center, in a building with kitchen, shower, WC. For you to
sleep, Jeunesse and Reconstruction will provide mattresses to be put on the floor, but do not forget to bring
your sleeping bag, and bed sheet! The meals will be cooked together, and you will be asked to do the domestic
chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning…). Don’t forget to bring ingredients and recipes from your country to
show your country’s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the inhabitants. Careful: we will not be able to host
you if you arrive before the starting date or of you stay after! If necessary, there is a campsite, at your expense:
Camping Rochecondrie, RD 86 07220 VIVIERS - 00 33 4 75 52 74 66
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Viviers is a beautiful city of 4.000 inhabitants and overlooks the Rhône Valley. It has an important
architectural heritage and a very good and warm weather. You will have the opportunity to share a lot of
meetings with local population and young people concerned by their patrimony. Cultural discoveries and good
atmosphere are surely guaranteed! Special evenings and meals will be organised during the workcamp. Along
with the local volunteers, you will discover the region: visits of the old city and historical sites of the
surroundings, markets, hiking, kayaking of the Ardèche river, nautical base … The local people are very
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enthusiastic to welcome international volunteers, therefore we are expecting volunteers who are willing to
exchange! You will be asked to organise a big international meal for the inhabitants during your stay, do not
forget to bring food but also recipes from your country, photos, little objects, costumes, etc…in order to spread
your traditions and culture! More information about Viviers: http://www.mairie-viviers.fr/fr/; and the CICP :
http://www.cicp-viviers.com/fr/
TERMINAL: MONTELIMAR

JR19/103
HERITAGE CONSERVATION - ST JEAN DE NAY
Le puy en velay
07/07-27/07/19
RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
WORK: You will participate in the renovation of the small heritage which is a central element of the village,
especially the fountains. One of the fountains will be cleaned and paved. You will participate to the work with
other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning this
restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to
activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents with all the facilities nearby. Town center is at 5
minutes. Saint-Jean-de-Nay is 942 metres of altitude, bring warm clothes You will cook in a cooking place with
a refrigerator and a cook; dishes and kitchenware will be provided. There are no shop in the village, but a
grocer comes every week. The closest shops are 2 km away : shoping will be a collective task managed by the
campleader. A punctual transport will be organized in connection with the inhabitants. Jeunesse et
Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Saint-Jean-de-Nay is a rural village of 430 inhabitants, located in a preserved environment and it
has a great architectural and historical build heritage. Archaeological remains from the Antiquity were found
there. Saint-Jean-de-Nay is 6 km away from Loudes and 18 km away from Puy-en-Velay (main city of HauteLoire). You will be proposed some activities during your stay: visit of a cheese manufacture, sport activities,
hiking, excursions, swimming,… More information on the website: www.ot-lepuyenvelay.fr.
TERMINAL: Le Puy en Velay

JR19/301
MILLE PATTES 1
Foix 08/07-20/07/19 RENO ,ENVI , Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
42JR19/302
MILLE PATTES 2
Foix 19/08-31/08/19 RENO ,ENVI , Age: 18-30.
12
VOLS
WORK: Supervised by a volunteer of the association “Mille Pattes”, young volunteers participate in various
maintenance and development on the site of Château Saint-Barthelemy located in Durban-sur-Arize. This
includes the restoration of walls (masonry works) and cleaning vegetation.
ACCOMODATION: You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: housing conditions are simple
(dry toilets and solar showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the castle is only by foot (15
minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack). We cannot
accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: View of the castle by drone : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CkJD8VyMQIo Located halfway
between Foix and St Girons, the village of Durban-sur-Arize, crossed by Arize is a charming village in the
Ariège part of the Regional Natural Park of the Pyrenees. With the castle overlooking, the village has a
remarkable built heritage with most of the stone buildings. This castle belonging to the association &quot;Mile
Pattes&quot; is an ancient and medieval fortress dated 11th century. Located in the heart of Séronnais, the site
offers many hiking. The members of &quot;Mille Pattes&quot; will offer you an introduction to archeology and
rock climbing.
TERMINAL: FOIX
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: ISOLATED LOCATION - FOR NATURE LOVERS.

JR19/203
CLUSES VILLE
Cluses 07/07-28/07/19 RENO ,MANU ,ART , Age: 18-30.
8
VOLS
WORK: You will make a contribution to the beautification of a school (Messy)! Working together with 8 local
young people, you will carry out some important work for the children by: putting colour and life back into a
school located in a popular neighbourhood of the city! To do this your Franco-international team will take part in
different solidarity actions: repaint the school’s corridors, freshening up a wall outside with mural painting. The
topic is sharing and cultural awareness! You will be helped by two local leaders for the technical part. For the
painting task you will be able to bring in your artistic talents and your collective creativity to produce murals
which express the group’s shared values. The work will be done in the mornings (5 hours every day from
Monday to Friday). Make sure to bring old clothes for the painting work! Videos from previous camps : : 2017
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5EIcHL_6hNw - 2016 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=--vu6c1pxxY 2015 : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=krkPsnYgrdo
ACCOMODATION: You will be staying in a building in the town, near to the city centre and shopping facilities.
On site are a kitchen, shower, toilets, and a common room; one of the rooms will be converted into a dormitory.
Beds will be provided, but you must bring your own sleeping bag! You will prepare your meals as a group and
you will be required to participate in daily chores (cooking, dish washing, cleaning, etc.). Do not hesitate to
bring ingredients and recipes from your country to show your country’s gastronomy to the other volunteers and
the inhabitants. Please note: we will not be able to take care of you if you decide to arrive before the beginning
of the volunteer project or to stay after! In Cluses you can find a campsite: La Corbaz, 460 Avenue des Glières
74300 Cluses Tél:+0033 (0)4 50 98 44 03
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: At the foot of one of the prettiest mountains in the Northern Alps, and on the edge of the Great
Alpine Road, the pretty city of Cluses and its 17,000 inhabitants live in an ideal location! Near to Italy and
Switzerland (40 minutes from Geneva!), Cluses gives you direct access to well-known tourist sites such as
Mont Blanc or lake Léman: you will be amazed by the greenery and you will be able to learn more about the
culture of high altitude towns through unique cultural visits and activities! Also, you will be able to make the
most of the city’s summer events. You will put together an itinerary of cultural and leisure activities with your
French team-mates: involving sports, swimming in lakes, excursions, visit of Annecy and other towns,
celebratory meals, and of course plenty of cultural and linguistic exchanges! The young people of Cluses look
forward to helping you discover the region and their culture, as well as getting to know you all better! Please
consider bringing your games, musical instruments, food specialties, favourite recipes, photos, and souvenirs
to this experience which will exceed your expectations! For more information about the region visit: :
http
://www.savoie-mont-blanc.com/offre/fiche/office-de-tourisme-intercommunal-cluses-arve-etmontagnes/473200
TERMINAL: CLUSES

JR19/112
SAINTE FLORINE
Issoire 08/07-28/07/19 RENO ,ENVI ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
12
VOLS
WORK: Your mission during the workcamp will be to clean the edges of the canal which spans about 200
meters: to unbrush by hand, to clean a place invaded by the « rénouée du Japon ». Concerning the walls of
the canal, the planned tasks are to clean the foam of stones; some parts of the wall are being disintegrated, it
will be necessary to resume in masonry and rejoin You will participate to the work with other international
volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place the morning for
5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will stay at the municipal school. Mattresses will be provided, please bring a sleeping
bag. You’ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets, electricity ...). The showers will be taken in a building
500 meters from the school. There will be a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs so you can
eat together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allocated to food shopping in the grocery store
of the town.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Sainte Florine is a former mining town of 3000 inhabitants, picturesque, located in a preserved
environment. The village has a rich architectural and historical heritage. Sainte florine is 10 km from Brioude
and 18 km from Issoire. Activities will be proposed during your stay (according to your expectations also):
sports activities, excursions, excursions, swimming, ... You will also celebrate the 14 of July and will be able to
see the Tour de France! You will be surprised anyway by the richness of the Auvergnats landscapes which was
rightly classified among the 10 regions in the world to visit in 2016 by the Lonely Planet:
http://www.lonelyplanet.fr/article/les-10 -Regions-visit-in-2016
TERMINAL: Issoire

JR19/200
BASE NATURE VERCORS FRENCH SPEAKING
Die
09/07-20/07/19
ENVI ,CONS ,MANU , Age : 14-17. 8 VOLS
SPECIAL FEE 380.00 EUR
WORK: During the stay you will have the mission to continue the work of the volunteers involved last year. This
project of initiation to a common work will aim to finalize the collective kitchen: construction of an earthen kiln,
but also of a cooking planter (ancestral cook made in bricks and use of renewable energies to supply this one
in the air, like a forge). You will also be required to carry out other activities to maintain and make the site live:
maintenance of the kitchen garden, writing of the blog of the association, DIY and various constructions,
realization of a radio program, an open door, a concert, a theatre play. The theme of the site this year will be
the &quot;transition&quot; to sensitize participants to a consumption of resources on the planet more mastered
and relations between men more equitable. A project for nature lovers and creators of all kinds!
ACCOMODATION: Be aware that the facility is comfy but basic, made for the outdoor life lovers! You will be
accommodated in camping tents on the site of ‘La Grange aux Loups’ managed by the association. The floor
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mattresses will be provided, but please bring your own sleeping bag ( warm because the nights can be cold)!
With the help of your leaders, you will actively participate in the organization of daily life: cooking, doing the
dishes, storage, cleaning, garden maintenance ... The association Base Nature Vercors carries a special
attention to the management of resources, energy and waste on the site, but also to the source of materials
and food. Whenever possible, meals are prepared with local and organic products. You will surely eat less
meat than you are used to, but this is for our planet’s good!
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Base Nature Vercors is located a few miles from Vassieux en Vercors, a mountain village of more
than 1000m. Warning: nights are cold!! With leaders of the association you can organize numerous activities for
leisure and discovery: group games in nature, hiking, visiting local food producers... The Vercors plateau is
known for having sheltered a large scrub resistance during the second world war, you can also explore this
piece of local history.
TERMINAL: DIE
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: Project for teenagers, 380€ extra fees.

JR19/113
SAINT GEORGES DE MONS Clermont-ferrand
13/07-03/08/19 RENO ,ENVI , Age:
18-30. 10 VOLS
WORK: You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach
you specific techniques. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are
dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents with all the facilities nearby. Town center is at 5
minutes.Bring warm clothes You will cook in a cooking place with a refrigerator and a cook; dishes and
kitchenware will be provided. Jeunesse et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before
the beginning of the project.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The village has a rich architectural and historical heritage. Saint Georges de Mons is 30 km from
Clermont Ferrand. Activities will be proposed during your stay (according to your expectations also): sports
activities, excursions, swimming, ... You will be surprised anyway by the richness of the Auvergnats landscapes
which was rightly classified among the 10 regions in the world to visit in 2016 by the Lonely Planet:
http://www.lonelyplanet.fr/article/les-10 -Regions-visit-in-2016. You will not have any means of locomotion
specific to the group, you will have to organize with the local population.
TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand

JR19/104
IMPROVE THE DISTRICT !– CLERMONT-FD- FR SPEAKING Clermont-ferrand
13/0727/07/19
RENO ,SOCI , Age: 18-30.
6 VOLS
WORK: You will act for social inclusion. In partnership with the home district &quot;Les Vergnes&quot; your
mission is to embellish the district. This mission will be achieved with local young people. Here are the task you
gonna do with a team of volunteers and local people : cleaning, painting and creative fresco. You will work with
the youth of the neighborhoods, supervised by professional. Motivation is essential for acting positively ! You
will work from Monday to Friday from 8:00 to 12:00 maximum. You will participate in several activities during
the afternoon : cultural visit, sports,.. The project will have a real impact on people who live in this distric.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in an apartment in Clermont-Ferrand. There is a kitchen in the
apartment with a refrigerator and a cook; dishes and kitchenware will be provided. There are a lot of shops in
Clermont-Ferrand. We will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project : Possible
lodging, at your expenses (please check by calling): www.ville-clermont-ferrand.fr; www.ot-clermont-ferrand.fr
and www.tourisme.fr/office-de-tourisme/clermont-ferrand
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Clermont-Ferrand is the prefecture of the department of Puy-de-Dome and capital of the Auvergne
region. Partly for historical reasons, the city is often called Clermont. The modern city was born of a union of
two separate cities, Clairmont and Montferrand imposed by Louis XIII and confirmed under Louis XV. While
Montferrand was founded in the early twelfth century by the Counts of Auvergne, on the model of Southwest
towns, Clairmont is much older, as it existed in ancient times. The oldest mention of the existence of Clairmont
appears in the work of Strabo, in the early first century. Clermont is located in the Massif Central, at 410 metres
above sea level. To the west, the city is dominated by basaltic plateau (900m on average) with the chain of
Puys, the largest chain of volcanoes (extinguished) in Europe, including the Puy de Dome, the most famous
volcano. To the east of the metropolitan area reaches the plain of Limagne, with river Allier. The city is both a
point of contact between the plain Limagne and Mountains of Domes. A large part of the city occupies a
volcanic hill called the central plateau. It is, in fact, the edge of the crater, one hundred fifty six thousand years
old. It is approximately 1,5 km in diameter and has been filled by the alluvium of the Tiretaine, small river
running through the city. Clermont is also built on the edge of the valley of Allier. The city has developed
around this central plateau on which stands the cathedral, extending to the east i
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TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18 / FRENCH SPEAKING / MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED
WITH APPLICATION.

JR19/201
CAP GENERATIONS - FRENCH SPEAKING Lyon 15/07-28/07/19 RENO ,ENVI , Age:
18-30. 12 VOLS
WORK: Take a deep breath of fresh air with Cap Générations! Your volunteers’ team will take part in various
types of outdoor each week in the three different towns. The first mission be dedicated to the arrangement of
the municipal park of Val d’Oingt, a beautiful “rose village” in the heart of Beaujolais vineyards: with the help of
local youngsters and volunteers, you will participate in the creation of a wooden shelter which will protect the
tools of the previous rope’s house . Furthermore, you will participate to the maintenance of biodiversity by
cleaning the small river Tizy. Finally, in Chessy, you will paint thanks to your artistic soul, the wall of the Village
hall and create a beautiful graffiti on it. This project is very important for the inhabitants who decided for it
together with their representatives; for you it will be a good opportunity to establish contact with French
speakers and to actively participate in the local dynamic! The work will take place every morning (4 - 5 hours
per day, 5 days a week).
ACCOMODATION: This is a project for camping lovers! The former Chessy-les-Mines camp site, which will be
your accommodation place, is situated halfway between the two workcamp towns and offers an ideal situation
near the village center, perfect for guitar nights and outdoor bbq! Tents and mattresses will be provided by
Jeunesse et Reconstruction; Attention: cold nights in the tents please don’t forget to bring a warm sleeping bag
and clothes! A kitchen, toilets and showers will be reserved at your disposal in the ancient camping house. The
meals will be cooked together, culinary specialities from your home country and your favourite recipe to share
with everybody will be more than appreciated! Every volunteer will participate in the domestic chores (cooking,
dish washing, cleaning…). Careful: we will not be able to host you if you arrive before the starting date, and if
you stay after!
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Located 40 km away from Lyon, the Region of Oingt its vineyards filled landscapes, is called the
“small Beaujolais Toscana”. You will have the chance to discover it through diverse activities! Possible leisure
and cultural activities during the camp: visits of the villages and wine cellars of Beaujolais, trip to the city of
Lyon, French national day festivities (fireworks), meetings with the locals, shared meals, biking, meetings with
other international workcamp, river swimming… But above all, many cultural and linguistic exchanges: do not
forget to bring your board games, musical instruments, culinary specialties or favorite recipes and photos of
your home country in order to share your culture with the inhabitants and the other volunteers. For more
information
you
can
watch
this
video
(in
French)
about
Le
Bois
d’Oingt:
http://www.valdoingt.org/valdoingt/cine/video.html
TERMINAL: LYON
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1/This is a French speaking workcamp : French will be the main language for the
daily life, the work and the activities ; we expect the volunteers to have a least a basic level of French!

JR19/300
SARP Montréjeau-gourdan-polignan
15/07-03/08/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
8
VOLS
WORK: Located on the discovery trail, about 15 minutes walk, the Grange Foraine is under renovation recently.
She has already had the opportunity to welcome various groups of volunteers to work on her restoration, such
as a local association or a group of young college students who came to discover the local flora and fauna.
Indeed the discovery trail allows for an hour to explore the surroundings and enjoy thanks to the explanatory
panels secrets of the surrounding nature. This year’s workcamp will consist of restoring the stone walls of the
barn. Work on consolidating the walls and paving the interior of the building will be implemented with the help
of local volunteers : repair of joints inside the building, restoration of the missing gable and backfilling of the
floor. You will have to bring up the 4 walls of the barn so that next year the next volunteers can install the roof
of it! A real work on French heritage awaits you!
ACCOMODATION: You will be lodged under tents at the bottom of the discovery trail. The site of the camp is in
the heart of the village, next to the multipurpose room. You will have access to the toilets and showers of the
multipurpose room as well as the kitchen to make your meals. The meals will be prepared by volunteers: do not
hesitate to bring back specialties or recipes to discover to other members of the group! You will be required to
participate in daily tasks (kitchen, dishes, cleaning etc.). The construction site is 15 minutes walk from the camp,
and it can only be reached on foot. The association can not take care of you if you arrive before the start date
of construction, nor beyond the date of end of stay.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The valley of Barousse where the village of Sarp is located offers visitors an entrance to the heart
of the Pyrenees. You will discover during your walks the landscapes that structure the valley. This town of a
hundred inhabitants, you can access many sports activities such as archery or climbing, installed and
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organized by local associations. For the cultural side and French heritage you will be only 1km from St Bertrand
de Comminges and its medieval town, and a few minutes’ drive from the castle of Bramevaque. Swimming,
hiking, and exchange with locals will punctuate your leisure!
TERMINAL: Montréjeau-Gourdan-Polignan
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18.

JR19/311
BRAMEVAQUE
Montrejeau-gourdan-polignan
15/07-03/08/19 RENO ,ENVI ,
Age: 18-30.
13 VOLS
WORK: Supervised by an experienced mason, you will continue the conservation of the remains of the castle
of the Earls of Comminges: clearing of the overgrowth, masonry, building of small stone walls. The site hosts
several hundreds of visitors in the summer months.
ACCOMODATION: You will stay in tents in the grounds of the castle. Important: housing conditions are very
simple and rudimentary (dry toilets and solar showers), notice to the lovers of peace and nature. Access to the
castle is only by foot (10 minute steep path from the village, watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack).
We cannot accommodate you if you arrive before the starting date of the workcamp.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Bramevaque is a small rural village of 30 inhabitants, at the foot of the Pyrenees mountains which
mark the border with Spain. The site offers beautiful landscapes and view points. The Barousse valley is one of
the most remarquable valleys of the Pyrenees; it is also on the itinerary of the “Tour de France” cycling race.
Possible free time activities : hiking, swimming in the river, visit of prehistorical caves, the famous abbey of St
Bertrand de Comminges, the watersports resort of Antignac, the Barousse museum. Please browse: www.visitmidi-pyrenees.com.
TERMINAL: Montrejeau-Gourdan-Polignan
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: 1/ Access to the castle is only by foot (10 minute) steep path from the village,
watch out for your travel bags - prefer a backpack !

JR19/101
CHATEL-MONTAGNE
Vichy 15/07-04/08/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
12
VOLS
WORK: The municipality turned to its tourist attractiveness has set up a circuit called &quot;of
astonishment&quot; that makes tourists discover the town through the resolution of enigmas. This circuit
passes by the ruins of a castle inscribed with the Historic Monuments, medieval castle which is today in ruins.
The ruins of the castle are manhandled by nature: storm in autumn, snow in winter, lush vegetation ... The
castle is in great need of maintenance and rehabilitation. The municipality therefore wants to enhance this site
today overgrown vegetation by clearing the site to enhance the central part of the castle You will participate in
the work with other international volunteers and technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The
work takes place in the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoons and weekends are reserved for activities.
ACCOMODATION: Volunteers will be accommodated at a flat of the town,.Remember to bring your sleeping
bags and warm clothes. All facilities are available (showers, toilets). You will have access to a kitchen to cook
and eat together: you will find fridge, stove, tables and chairs. A budget will be allocated for shopping and
activities, and you will cook in turn, by two. Being well accommodated within the town will give you the
opportunity to connect with the people, to easily get to the market at the nearby shops (bakery, grocery) and at
local producers to do your food shopping. Jeunesse et Reconstruction can’t take into charge the volunteers
before the start date of the workcamp.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: At the heart of the Bourbonnaise Mountain, Châtel is located in a particularly remarkable natural
setting. You can make many walks. You will can also climbing or electric biking. Châtel also has a particularly
typical built heritage, The life in Châtels is very lively during the summer: fireworks, craft festival, festival of the
Rivers, concerts, which bring together all surroundings towns ... Other activities and events will also be
organized with local associations (football tournament ...) and artisans of the municipality (painter, sculptor ...):
the best opportunities to discover the culture of Auvergne region!
More informations : https://www.chatel-montagne.fr/
TERMINAL: Vichy

JR19/106
CONDAT LES MONTBOISSIER
Issoire 17/07-07/08/19 RENO ,MANU , Age:
18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: Your mission during this workcamp is to preserve different elements of the building heritage of Condat.
As the first mission you will act for the restauration of the washhouse. Then you will participate in the
organization of the local festival, the chance to live unforgettable moments in the heart of French culture! You
will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific
techniques. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to
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activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will stay at the municipal school. Mattresses will be provided, please bring a sleeping
bag. You’ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets, electricity ...). The showers will be taken in a building
100 meters from the school. There will be a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs so you can
eat together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allocated to food shopping in the grocery store
of the town.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Located on average mountain, the town offers magnificent views of the mountains of FOREZ. You
can admire during your walks on the many marked trails specificity of landscapes, fauna and flora. Heritage is
unique: since 2014, the municipality is committed to the European Charter for Sustainable Tourism
Development with the Regional Natural Park Livradois. In this protected natural environment, you can walk,
swim in the river, visit exceptional sites. You may soon landscapes, markets, local producers, artisans, those
that sustain this country! http://www.parc-livradois-forez.org/
TERMINAL: Issoire

JR19/205
CREST JAZZ FESTIVAL – FR SPEAKING
Crest 21/07-06/08/19 FEST , Age:
18-30.
11 VOLS
SPECIAL FEE 50.00 EUR
WORK: Guided by the volunteers of the association “Crest Jazz Vocal”, you will participate in the festival
lifetime: setting up rooms, installation of the festival area, cleaning after each performance (scene, outside
space, toilets…). You will have to participate into the waste management by using the recycling bin
(glass/paper/...etc). At the end of the festival, you will have to remove and store materials. On some evenings,
you will also participate in drinks and concert posters selling; participants have therefore to be able to
communicate in French, at least at a basic level. NB: *some tasks are repetitive but essential; * your motivation
is really needed before, during, but also after the festival; *working hours may be very VARIABLE; *time for
leisure or for the group life will depend on the needs for help on the festival area; * Work 20 hours a week; you
may have to work on Saturday and Sunday. The volunteers are expected to be dynamic, enthusiastic and
ready to meet the many local volunteers and the festival audience. You will have a free access pass and be
able to attend most of the concerts. You will not be given access to the technical area (musical instruments).
ACCOMODATION: You will be hosted in a former school. Kitchen, showers and WC in a building few meters
away from the gymnasium. Jeunesse et Reconstruction provides you with mattresses to be put on the floor but
do not forget bed sheet and sleeping bag. Meals will be prepared together and shared with the whole group,
and you are expected to contribute to everyday tasks (cooking, washing up, cleaning …). Don’t forget to bring
ingredients and recipes from your country to show your country’s gastronomy to the other volunteers and the
inhabitants. Accommodation is possible, at your own expenses if you decide to arrive before or to leave after
the end of the workcamp (please, check availability before coming) : in Crest: “Le Square” hotel, 04 75 40 65
75 ; “Les Moulins”hotel, 04 75 76 74 11 ; “Les Clorinthes”camping, 04 75 25 05 28 . www.lesclorinthes.com. -In
Valence (30km far from Crest): hotel of Lyon, 04 75 41 44 66; camping of “l’Epervière” and lodging in
dormitories, 04 75 42 32 00.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Located in the Drôme valley, in the south of the Vercors regional park, the town of Crest counts
8000 inhabitants. Dominated by its medieval tower, the town owns an inheritance of quality. Very busy in the
summer period, the town offers many sport and cultural activities. Possible free time activities (to be decided
with the camp leader and local partners) : Visit of the Tower, visit of the towns of Valence or Die (old town and
cooperative cellar), night markets, free concerts within the jazz festival, swimming pool, canoe, discovering
Vercors mountains footpaths... You will be in charge of organizing an international meal for the inhabitants
during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties and traditional recipes from your country, as well as
pictures, music, curios to share about your culture! More info about the region: http://www.drometourisme.com
http://www.vallee-drome.com
http://www.crest-tourisme.com/
http://www.tourisme.fr/office-detourisme/crest.htmpartenaire
TERMINAL: CREST
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: EXTRA FEES: 50€/person. 1/ FRENCH SPEAKING PROJECT! Language for
working activities and exchanges inside the volunteers’ team will mostly be French; you have to be able to
communicate in French, at least at a basic level! ey at the French bank agencies: ple REMARKS:
No
volunteer under 18 will be accepted.
SPECIAL FEE 50.00 EUR

JR19/308
LUZECH
Cahors 21/07-10/08/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
7 VOLS
WORK: The international volunteers will participate in various tasks on the territory of the village : - restoration
of the Capsol door (initiated in 2018) intervention on the second half of this restoration. A retired craftsman will
lead this year again this work ; - cleaning and embellishment of the street of the mariners, adjacent to the
Capsol door. The work will consist of cleaning the lane and redoing the joints on some walls; painting of St.
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Pierre Church and an adjacent door; - Restoration of the wall at the Notre Dame church, work of small masonry
on the exterior walls, restoration of stones and brushing; - restoration of the wall of the cemetery of the church
of Fage, work of small masonry on the walls of the cemetery, replacing of stones and cleaning.
ACCOMODATION: You will be lodged at the municipal campsite under tent. You will have access to the locker
rooms of the campsite (showers and toilets) as well as a corner cooks arranged for your meals. You will make
your own meals: do not hesitate to bring back specialties or recipes to discover to other members of the group!
You will be required to participate in daily tasks (kitchen, dishes, cleaning etc.). The association can not take
care of you if you arrive before the start date of construction, nor beyond the date of end of stay.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Luzech is a commune active at the associative level, the inhabitants are mobilized to make live
and organize many events on their commune. With about 1500 inhabitants Luzech has all the necessary
sponsors for leisure activities. You will be able to participate in the various events that will be held in the village,
while discovering the surroundings. The natural riches of the Lot will invite you to beautiful walks among the
vineyards. You will have the opportunity to discover the surroundings with the village of Rocamadour, and the
chasm of Padirac.
TERMINAL: CAHORS
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18

JR19/309
PEYRILLES
Cahors 21/07-10/08/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
10 VOLS
WORK: Supervised by a technical leader, the volunteers will carry out the following tasks : repair of the roof of
the Bonnet Chapel and laying out of a pedestrian path (clearing and laying steps, laying a concrete base and
logs). During the weekend of August 3rd and 4th the town organizes a local feast with a meal on Saturday and
a dancing party on Sunday, for which it will ask the help of the volunteers (installation of tables and help with
the service of the meals of Saturday . End of cleaning of the party site on Monday. As a consequence, during
the third week of the project, the work schedule will be lightened to allow volunteers to have more free time to
discover the region.
ACCOMODATION: You will be housed in two communal apartments located in the heart of the village, 3
bedrooms each. You will be divided by 2 per room (some rooms will be equipped with two single beds and
other with double beds). In both apartments you will have access to sanitary and shower. For meal preparation,
you will have access to a municipal kitchen. You will cook your own meals: do not hesitate to bring specialties
or recipes to discover the other members of the group! You will be required to participate in daily tasks (kitchen,
dishes, cleaning etc.). The association can not take care of you if you arrive before the start date of
construction, or beyond the end date of stay.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Peyrilles is an active town : the inhabitants are mobilized to organize many events on their
commune. You will be invited to participate in each of them! The bread oven is lit several times a year in order
to organize festive meals with the whole community. You will have the opportunity to cook some pizzas! The
restaurant Mourgue http://www.restaurantmourgues.fr/ in the heart of the village prepares &quot;la Mique
levée&quot;, emblematic dish of the Lot that you will have to discover. You will have the opportunity to discover
the surroundings with the village of Rocamadour, and the chasm of Padirac.
TERMINAL: CAHORS
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18

JR19/100
SAVE WATER MILLS IN MOUNTAIN - BESSE Issoire 22/07-09/08/19 RENO ,ENVI ,MANU ,
Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
WORK: The village is crossed by a river taking its source in one of the deepest lakes of Europe, the lake pavin.
On the banks of this river called &quot;Couze pavin&quot; you can find old water mills : two century ago men
once installed water mills to use the energy offered by the river. These mills are now in ruins but it needs to be
saved ! Your mission will be to preserve these mills: continue to clear the ruins of the uncovered part of the mill
and freeze the ruins (dry stone wall) to make the architecture of the mill readable.This project has a real
interest in preserving the history written by the men of the past.
You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you
specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work unfolds the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon
and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated in an exceptional setting in small cottage. Mattresses provided.
Bring your sleeping bag, extra blankets and warm clothes for the night (around 1000 meters high, nights could
be cold). Equipped kitchen where you will prepare you meals. Many shops in the village of Besse. Jeunesse et
Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
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LOCATION: Besse is considered as one of the most beautiful sites of the Auvergne region. The village is a part
of the Natural Regional Park of the Volcanoes of Auvergne. It is located in the Massif du Sancy born 5 millions
years ago. The village benefits of a preserved environment and great landscapes made up of volcanoes and
lakes. Besse is 1hour away from Clermont-Ferrand. You will be proposed some activities during your stay:
visits, excursions, hiking, swimming…
TERMINAL: Issoire

JR19/206
POLEYMIEUX AU MONT D'OR
Lyon 22/07-10/08/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
12
VOLS
WORK: This year, volunteers are invited to participate in restoration work on a dry stone wall. You will work 4 to
5 hours a day, 5 days per week. Please think of bringing strong shoes for the work!!
ACCOMODATION: Under tents, on the ‘pétanque’ ground (kitchen, showers and WC near the camp). No WIFI
on the living place! Jeunesse et Reconstruction will provide you with ground mattresses; please don’t forget
your bed sheets and sleeping bag. The meals will be prepared by the volunteers themselves, in teams of 2; you
are expected to participate in the everyday tasks (cooking, washing dishes, cleaning bathrooms etc).
Accommodation at your own expenses if you arrive before the starting day of the workcamp.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Poleymieux is a small village, with one shop only, that has kept a very peaceful atmosphere. You
will have time to enjoy the bucolic surroundings by walking, to rest and to meet the inhabitants, who will be
happy to invite you for dinners. Possible leisure activities: discovering the Beaujolais and the Mont d’Or region,
visit of Lyon (only 10 kms from Poleymieux), swimming, visit of a local farm, canoeing, meeting with other
camps’ volunteers. More information about the region: http://www.montsdor.com. You will be in charge of
organizing an international meal for the inhabitants during your stay; please do not forget to bring specialties
and traditional recipes from your country, as well as pictures, music, curios to share about your culture!
TERMINAL: LYON

CHALABRE Pamiers
28/07-17/08/19 RENO , Age: 18-30.
10 VOLS
WORK: The first two weeks volunteers will work on the restoration on the walls of a canal. Clearing and
recovery stones, dry stone wall to bring up in places (1 meter high). The last week the volunteers will help the
organization of Serenades (international music festival), logistical assistance: installation of the stands, hosting
of the public.
ACCOMODATION: You will be staying in a tent on the municipal campsite. You will have access to your toilet
and meals at the football club, where you will find toilets, showers (stadium cloakroom) and a fully equipped
kitchen. The meals will be prepared by volunteers: do not hesitate to bring back specialties or recipes to
discover to other members of the group! You will be required to participate in daily tasks (kitchen, dishes,
cleaning etc.). The site is located 5 and 15 minutes walk from the camp. You will be only 5 minutes from the
heart of the village on foot, where you will find all the amenities (post office, tobacco, supermarket, bakery
etc ...). The association can not take care of you if you arrive before the start date of construction, nor beyond
the date of end of stay.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Chalabre organizes various cultural events throughout the summer. You will be invited to the book
festival which will be held the first weekend of the workcamp, to a festival of art and music which will take place
the last week of the workcamp. During your stay, you can visit the castle of Chalabre http://www.chateauchalabre.com/, and that of Montségur http://www.montsegur.fr/accueil.vdom. You can also participate in the
pétanque tournament and go refresh yourself in the river that runs through the village. You do not miss
occupation and come to meet many inhabitants!
TERMINAL: PAMIERS
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18

JR19/01
LEFFRINCKOUCKE FORT DES DUNES
Dunkerque
30/07-16/08/19 RENO ,MANU ,
Age: 18-30.
14 VOLS
WORK: With a technical leader, you will work on various parts of the site of the fortress for the clearing of its
outskirts, the restoration of the external staircases, the collecting of old paved stones and branches and finally,
the clearing of undergrowth in the ditches. This work will be carried ou in small groups. Among the highlights for
the workcamp, volunteers will help prepare and participate in a meeting with associations of the town (Beach
Fest), during the weekend of 3rd and 4th of August, and will present international workcamps. Volunteers will
also participate in the World Shrimp Hulling Championship : https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-i2BuwquXmI
ACCOMODATION: Under tents (kitchen and sanitary facility in a buinding) at Foyer Berteloot. Bring a sleeping
bag, mattresses are provided. We can not accommodate you if you arrive before the workcamp start date.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
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LOCATION: The town of Leffrinckoucke is located at a few km from the The town of Dunkerque. The fortress is
at 500 meters from the beach, and at 500 meters from the town of Dunkerque. Buses are available to reach
neighbour towns. The nearest train station is in Dunkerque, and many connections are available by TGV to
LILLE (35min) or PARIS (2h00).
TERMINAL: DUNKERQUE

JR19/108
CENTER FOR ASYLUM-SEEKERS ST BEAUZIRE
Brioude 04/08-24/08/19 MANU ,REFU ,
Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: Your mission during the workcamp will be to reinvest places of the center not used by the migrants,
who have nevertheless of the potential. The center indeed has a fitness trail, or still huts for children who need
to be cleaned and emphasized. You will thus make small works as clearing, sanding a,d painting. At the end of
the stay, you will realize a fresco on the wall of a tennis court. You will work in youngs group with migrants. You
will participate in the works with the other international volunteers and a technical managerial employee will
teach you the specific techniques. The works take place in the morning, for 5 hours maximum. The afternoons
and the weekends are reserved for the activities
ACCOMODATION: You will stay at a campsite near the center Tents and mattresses will be provided, please
bring a sleeping bag. You’ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets, showers ...).. You will take your
meals with the people in a canteen where a cook prepares the meals. You can occasionally help with the
preparation of meals if you request it.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: The center of asylum-seekers is situated in saint Beauzire in Haute-Loire. Situated a few
kilometers away from Brioude, you can visit one of the most beautiful basilicas of the region or still bathe you in
fresh waters of the river. Http://www.ot-brioude.fr/ You can also share friendly moments with the migrants by
participating in activities proposed by the center (sport, swimming pool, workshop music, movie club …) or by
visiting the region with volunteers of the association
TERMINAL: Brioude
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: requirements
MINIMUM AGE: 18 / MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED WITH APPLICATION.

JR19/105
SAVE A BREAD OVEN !- MARMANHAC
Aurillac
04/08-24/08/19 RENO ,MANU ,
Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
WORK: Your mission will be to save a bread oven! Work to safeguard this site will focus on the restoration of
the stone walls .You will participate to the work with other international volunteers and a technical supervisor
will teach you specific techniques concerning this restoration. The work takes place the morning for 5 hours
maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: provided, please bring a sleeping bag. You’ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets,
electricity ...). The showers will be taken in a building 100 meters from the school. There will be a kitchen area
with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs so you can eat together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget
will be allocated to food shopping in the grocery store of the town.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Marmanhac is near the city of Aurillac so you will have the opportunity to live the international
street theater festival of Aurillac! This event will take place from August 21st to 24th. It is a great occasion to
discover artists and to attend many free shows taking place in the streets of Aurillac. More infos :
http://aurillac.net/
Marmanhac has an exceptional heritage. You will have the chance to visit different historical building and
perserved landscapes.
Local associations are also very active and animate every year traditional event. As the locals say, &quot;We
are committed to our natural, built and cultural environment, that we want to preserve, develop, so come to
share and love it with us! &quot;. In the region, you can admire landscapes, you can visit local farms, and hike
on the many trails through mountains and rivers! All information on local tourism: http://www.cantaldestination.com/
TERMINAL: Aurillac

JR19/114
BAGNOLS
Laqueuille
05/08-26/08/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
WORK: The project carried out by the city and its inhabitants will concern this year hiking trails. Concretely you
will have for mission to clear the undergrowth and other realizations are to be planned
supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning woodcraft. The work takes place the morning for 5
hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents at the campsite located in the center of the village.
The campsite has a swimming pool, you will have an access to it The tents will be provided by Jeunesse et
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Reconstruction. Remember to bring your sleeping bag and warm clothing, as it can be cold. There will be, too,
a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs for you to eat together (under a big tent) You will cook
in turn, by two, and a budget will be allotted to buy food at the grocery store in town, at mobile shops (meat,
bread) and at local producers (meat, milk, cheese ). To live like this in the town will be for you the best way to
bond with the inhabitants, to discover and share their daily lifestyle! Jeunesse et Reconstruction does not
support the volunteers arrived before the start date of the project.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Bagnols counts 600 inhabitants and is 860 metres of altitudes ? This genuine village of Haute
Auverge is locates in the Regional Natural Park of the Volcanoes of Auvergne, on the Ardense Plateau. It is in
agreen region, among wood composed by fir trees, beech tree and oaks. Before, the roofs of the
Bagnols’house were made in thztch, a huge fire burned them disappear. Bagnol is 8kms away La Tour
d’auvergne and 65 kms away from Clermont Ferrand. You will proposed some activit »s during your stay(visits,
excursion and hiking) Other activities at your expenses are possible in Bagnols and in the surroundings : visits,
hiking, swimming, canoe. More information on the website https://www.bagnols63.fr/
TERMINAL: Laqueuille

JR19/110
AUTRAC - LIVE IN A SMALL VILLAGE
Massiac
11/08-25/08/19 RENO ,MANU ,
Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: You will be supervised by a communal employee and the village council. You will work five hours per
day on the morning five days a week from Monday to Friday
ACCOMODATION: You will be living in a room above the municipal building, near the work place. Mattresses
available. Bring a sleeping bag, extra blankets and warm clothes (altitude: 807 metres; cold nights). Showers
and toilets available. Equipped kitchen in the building where you will prepare your meals. There is no shop in
Autrac. Jeunesse et Reconstruction does not take in charge the volunteers arriving before the first day of the
workcamp. No possible lodging in Autrac if you arrive earlier.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: location & leisure
Autrac is a municipality composed by 76 inhabitants. It is located at the junction of the three departments:
Cantal, Puy-de-Dôme and Haute Loire. Its geographic situation allow it a diversified natural heritage. As a rural
village, Autrac also has an important building heritage: some of its buildings are considered to be historical
monuments (Château de Montmoirat which exists since the 17th century…), others are into the general
Inventory (wash house, farms…) Autrac is 80km away from Clermont Ferrand and 45 km away from Issoire.
Activities will take place during you stay: hiking, visits, Blesle festival during the 16th and 17th august week end.
TERMINAL: Massiac
SPECIAL REQUIREMENTS: MINIMUM AGE: 18 / MOTIVATION LETTER REQUIRED WITH APPLICATION.
JR19/109
SAINT AVIT
Clermont-ferrand
11/08-31/08/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
8
VOLS
WORK: Your mission during workcamp is to restore the small heritage. You will participate to the work with
other international volunteers and a technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes
place the morning for 5 hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will stay at the football stadium a few meters from downtown. Tents and mattresses
will be provided, please bring a sleeping bag. You’ll have on-site access to all the facilities (toilets, electricity ...).
The showers will be taken in the recreation room. There will be a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables
and chairs so you can eat together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allocated to food
shopping in the grocery store of the town.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Saint Avit is situated in the department of Puy de Dôme which does not miss attractions: gone
hiking in volcanoes, visit of Clermont-Ferrand, bathing in lakes, discovered by attractive classified villages or
still participation to the local parties ! Your group will have at it disposal a mini bus the weekends and last week
of the workcamp.
TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand

JR19/102
GREENER MEDIEVAL TOWN - BILLOM
Clermont-ferrand
18/08-01/09/19
ENVI ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
8 VOLS
WORK: The project carried out by the city and its inhabitants will concern this year hiking trails
. Concretely you will have for mission to clear the undergrowth and other realizations are to be planned
supervisor will teach you specific techniques concerning woodcraft. The work takes place the morning for 5
hours maximum. Afternoon and weekends are dedicated to activities.
ACCOMODATION: You will be lodged in small chalets at the municipal campsite with all convenience. The
cottage are surrounded by nature but city center are very close. Billom is 500 metres of altitude, bring warm
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clothes. You will cook in a cooking place with a refrigerator and a cook; dishes and kitchenware will be provided.
There are shops in the city : supermarket, bakery, butcher’s shop, restaurants, pharmacy and café. Jeunesse
et Reconstruction will not be responsible for you if you arrive before the beginning of the project.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Billom is a village of 4 800 inhabitants, located in the Regional Natural Park of Livradois-Forez, 20
minutes away from Clermont-Ferrand and from Thiers. Originally druidic center, its intense development
enabled this gallic village to become one of the first important town of Auvergne, in the XII century and to build
its fortifications. The medieval area and old documents are not enough to describe this welcoming town. Billom
is 25 km away from Clermont-Ferrand. You will be proposed some activities during your stay: participation in a
medieval festival organized by the association Billom Renaissance, meeting with the local associations, Visit of
the medieval city with Billom Renaissance, swimming pool, football, basketball, tennis.http://www.stdbauvergne.com/tourisme/ot.htm. A transportation will be organize during the workcamp for work and activities.
TERMINAL: Clermont-Ferrand
JR19/305
AULUS LES BAINS
Saint-girons 18/08-07/09/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
7
VOLS
WORK: International participants are invited to work on cleaning and clearing of the old baths: brush clearing of
brambles and foliage overhanging the walls. Cleaning the moss that has settled on the stones.. This is a
registered heritage.
ACCOMODATION: Accommodation under tents.
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: Aulus-les-Bains is a touristic and thermal resort located in the Ariège Pyrenees in Couserans, on
river Garbet. It is dominated by Mont Béas (1,903 m) and bordering with Spain (Catalonia - Pallars Sobira).
Nestled at an altitude of 750 meters, at the bottom of the Garbet valley, Aulus-les-Bains is an authentic site of
Haut Couserans, in the Ariège Pyrenees. The village, grouped around its bell tower, is divided between
tradition (top of the pastoral village) and tourism (bottom of the thermal village). It is from Aulus that you will
discover the waterfall of Ars, one of the highest in the Pyrenees. Aulus is a land of nature conducive to
recreation, sports and fitness, and has a large number of tourist establishments.
TERMINAL: SAINT-GIRONS
JR19/111
PAULHAC
Saint flour
25/08-07/09/19 RENO ,MANU , Age: 18-30.
12 VOLS
WORK: Your mission will be to develop the area around the magnificent Muratel waterfall. So you’ll make
clearing and earthworks, you will set up picnic tables, fences and stairs made of logs, you will build a bridge to
cross the waterfall. All this, to allow residents and tourists to enjoy this beautiful waterfall : they may be able to
access it, to walk around, to admire it endless! You will participate to the work with other international
volunteers and technical supervisor will teach you specific techniques. The work takes place in the morning for
5 hours maximum. Afternoons and weekends are dedicated for activities
ACCOMODATION: You will be accommodated under tents on the municipality football field. The tents will be
provided by Jeunesse et Reconstruction. Remember to bring your sleeping bag and warm clothing, as it can
sometimes be cold. There will be, too, a kitchen area with refrigerator, stove, tables and chairs for you to eat
together. You will cook in turn, by two, and a budget will be allotted to buy food at the grocery store in town, at
mobile shops (meat, bread) and at local producers (meat, milk, cheese ). To live like this in the town will be for
you the best way to bond with the inhabitants, to discover and share their daily lifestyle! Jeunesse et
Reconstruction does not support the volunteers arrived before the start date of the project
LANGUAGE: ENGLISH / and : French
LOCATION: In the foothills of the largest volcanic massif of Europe, Paulhac has a rich historical and cultural
heritage : hiking on the pathes, you will discover the primitive latin church (XII century), the buron of the Puy du
Coucou and its traditional pigsty, the Bélinay Castle (XIV century) and its chapel, the horse farm, the typical
barn. In those various locations have been set up exhibitions, sales and scenic animations to present the
production of milk and cheese, the local fauna and flora, the life of people and animals according to the season,
the autonomy of a mountain village, who lived in isolation. Similarly, the newly restored traditional space, in
Lapeyre, reflects the practices of agriculture and demonstrates the know-how such as the use of stone. In the
town of Paulhac, you can also use the Internet point of the grocery store, and enjoy the proximity to Saint-Flour
(20 km) to go to the pool, cinema or museum. Concerts enliven the town during the summer. Late August,
there is the Feast of Paulhac : the inhabitants will be happy to prepare and enjoy with you the joyous
celebrations that gather them all with enthusiasm! For more information about tourist activities in the region:
www.pays-saint-flour.fr
TERMINAL: Saint Flour

We wish a pleasant workcamp season from Jeunesse
et Reconstruction !
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